Bio Poem—All About You

A Bio Poem is all about you. It is a way for you to introduce yourself to others. Take some time to think about yourself – your thoughts, feelings, and beliefs. Then, use the template and example below to write your own Bio Poem.

Line 1: Your first name
Line 2: Four descriptive traits
Line 3: Sibling of...
Line 4: Lover of (people, ideas)
Line 5: Who feels...
Line 6: Who needs...
Line 7: Who gives...
Line 8: Who fears...
Line 9: Who would like to see...
Line 10: Resident of (your city)
Line 11: Your last name
(Or choose another name to describe yourself)

Example:

Lisa
Outgoing, Opinionated, Direct, Go-getter
Sibling of no one
Lover of David, Kelsey, Kaitlyn
Who feels the need to take care of people
Who needs more sleep and more time
Who gives all she can to others
Who fears losing someone she loves
Who would like to see a better place
Resident of Illinois
Mom